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Abstract

The ESN50 Self Piercing Rivet Tool is a wonderful replacement for 'drill and
rivet' fastening, spot-welding and other means of fastening two sections of metal
together. The main goal was to improve upon an existing design that is currently offered
by the Textron Corporation.

Textron is seeking an alternative energy source and an

overall mild redesign of the ESN50 device. The two most prominent faults are the
ESN50's heavy design and a very slow cycle time.
When this group was set up it was

C-Frame

agreed upon that I would be the group leader
and this would recreate the setting of a project
manager in a real world situation. This paper
covers topics about the changes required on this
tool and additional topics such as project
management, design theories and advice to

Motor, Pump
and cylinder

future students that wish tackle a general design
problem such as this one.
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Section I. Rivet Tool Analysis
Chapter 1. Introduction
Background:
This project, through Textron Fastening Systems (TFS), involves the search for a
new energy source for a device that pierces a rivet through two pieces of metal. A
secondary goal of the project is to analyze and determine if there is a way the rivet tool
could be lighter than the current design offered. The current design is electro-hydraulic
powered with the hydraulic pump and DC motor assembly running from a 12V battery at
the handle end of the rivet tool. Overall mass of the tool is added to by a 3 lb C-frame
that holds and forms the material while the rivet is being installed. In general, with all
these factors the tool works nevertheless it is big, bulky and quite heavy.

Constraints
Textron presented us with a list of constraints that they felt were important to
keep in mind while redesigning this tool. They are as follows:
•

Maximum joining force required to push rivet in is to be equal to the
previous design at 50kN (11240lbt).

•

Cycle time is currently at 3-5 sec. This area needs to be improved upon.

•

Weight is approximately 4.7kg (10.35Ibs).

Total mass needs to be

reduced.
•

Noise levels must follow OSHA Standards on Construction noise levels.

•

No cords should be going into or coming out ofthis design.

Initial Thoughts
The initial thought ofthis project was that it would involve a large amount of
research simply to find out where to begin. The first step was to read through and study
all the information that the company provided. Textron was able to give us several
catalogs as well as design parameters/constraints

and let us take over the project from
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there.

Since the initial goal was to find a new energy source, the first area of research is

to find feasible energy sources available for this project. At the end of MEE481 the
energy source decided upon was powder-actuated charges. This energy source was
mainly selected because we need a power supply that can store a considerable amount of
energy and is capable of releasing it very quickly.
It was a main goal of ours from the beginning of MEE482 that our group was to
build a prototype tool. This goal was broken into two parts. The first part was to design
a test prototype that Textron could use for testing to answer questions on recoil, noise and
efficiency. These values would be extremely difficult if not impossible to answer
theoretically with the given time constraints. The second part ofthe prototype goal was
to take the given data and design a rivet tool that can compete in today's market place.
Additional information and design ideas would also be included if future students wanted
to improve upon this design.

Member Contributions
All members ofthe group contributed to brainstorming and decision-making
throughout the entirety of the project. Alan Barendregt volunteered to be group leader
and took over discussing the project with Dave Price. For MEE481 and MEE482 he was
the project manager and took on all the duties required in being one. Some side projects
worked on include calculating the feasibility of a spring-loaded or CO2 power source,
calculating energy requirements of the tool, researched necessary topics and did safety
calculations on prototype design. Heidie Loudermilk worked on the feasibility of a
chemical charge power source in MEE481. She led on to be the graphic designer of the
prototype tool, took on many research tasks and did safety calculations on prototype
design in MEE482.

Shawn Rossmann in MEE481 worked on redesigning the C-frame as

well as working on CO2 and Propane power sources. Unfortunately he was unable to
continue to be a member due to scheduling conflicts but his work in MEE481 is still
present in this paper.
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Chapter 2. Project Planning
2.1 Five-step Technique
2.1.1

Identify the Tasks
The original task is to find an energy source that is comparable to the ESN50 tool

but have lower weight and cycle time. The sub-tasks were to focus on reducing weight
and cycle time. Also identify any problems that can arise from choosing this energy
source and present a solution for them. Part of the goals for this group project was to
build a working prototype and test it to verify the theoretical calculations.
2.1.2

State the Objectives for Each Tasks

2.1.2.1 Identifying an energy source
Most ofthis was done in MEE 481. The decision matrix is shown below. This
was the final three energy sources that it came down to. The maximum energy required
still was not completely known but we knew it was between powder-actuated charges and
butane cells because C02 was affected by cold and altitude. Both exceed the energy
requirements explained in chapter 4. Looking at designs of combustion and butane it
appeared that combustion made tools that were lighter in weight and were less bulky.
Both power sources had similar negatives such as noise. So ultimately the chance to
reduce weight was the final deciding factor.
Criteria
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Alternatives

Importance

Decreased cvcle time
Licht wsiqht
Durability
Easv to operate
Variable thickness
Easy force adjustment
Rivet clips
Easv to manufacture

CO2

20
15
18
12
5
13

+
+
S
S
S

7

S
S

10
Total +
TotalOverall total
Weighted total

2
-1

1
22

Powder
D
a
t
u
m

Propane

+
S
S
S
S
+
S
-

-

2

-

-1

-

1
23

Figure 2.1 Decision Matrix

2.1.2.2 Reduction of Weight and cycle time
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There were a lot of considerations done to lower the weight of the current design.
The prototype design was a designed with this in mind. Reducing the C- frame would
help considerably.

Instead of having it one large piece we considered making it an 1-

beam shape. This analysis is shown in Appendix A.
2.1.2.3 Overall Task
•

Understand physics behind charges to prove energy source theoretically

•

Design Prototype

•

Test Prototype

•

Redesign Prototype

2.1.2.4 Problems with This Energy Source
This energy source is definitely the right choice when it comes to fulfilling the
goals set by Textron Fastening Systems (TFS). Like in most situations, there is a price to
pay when making a change such as this. In this case the biggest price is noise. There is
also recoil and waste to consider but those don't seem to be as big of an issue. During
this design we worked to try to improve noise compared to today's powder-actuated
tools. This will be discussed in later chapters.
2.1.3

Estimate the Personnel, Time, and Other Resources Needed to Meet
Objectives

2.1.3.1 Alternative

Energy Method

Establish Theory: 4 weeks, 2 Engineers, 30 hours
Design Prototype: 7 weeks, 2 Engineers, 240 hours
Build Prototype: 3-5 weeks, 1 Engineer, 8 hours, machine shop and machinist 40
hours
Test Complete Prototype: 1 week, 1 Engineer, 20 hours
Redesign Prototype: 1 weeks, 2 Engineers, 40 hours

2.1.3.2 Overall Task
Design Prototype: 7 weeks, 1 Engineer, 120 hours
Assemble Prototype: 1 week, 1 Engineer, 8 hours
Test Complete Prototype: 1 week, 1 Engineer, 40 hours
Redesign and Correct Finial Complete Prototype: 1 weeks, 1 Engineer, 40 hours
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2.1.4

Develop a Sequence for the tasks
The following Gantt chart was created in order to complete all of our goals. I was

modified later when a prototype was not going to be built. We decided to continue to
design with what we knew and try to add more theory instead of focusing on testing and
redesigning the prototype.
Project Tasks
10/31

Figure 2.1

1117 11/1411/21

Gantt chart for design project
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11/28

Chapter 3 Concept Generation
Theory
Currently our main sources lead on which direction to take this project is from
Dynamics the equation is "E = .5*m*v/\2= F*d" (Beer & Johnston, 1997). E sands for
energy, m is for mass, v is velocity, F is force and d is distance. Using the length of the
rivet as d, and the maximum joining force given by Textron as F, one can find the
maximum energy the current design allows. This matches the versatility of the current
ESN 50 design model.
The maximum energy required matching the current design to pierce a rivet into a
solid steel medium would be the maximum joining force multiplied by the length of the
rivet. The equation is as follows:

E = (50kN* .008m) = 400J)
This is equal to the kinetic energy required to pierce a 8mm long rivet into steel.
Appendix B proves that powder-actuated charges have enough energy to fulfill this
requirement.

Using the kinetic energy equation one can find how much velocity is

required to project a rivet into steel when considering that the rivet weighs around 1
gram:

V=~2*E =~2*100 = 894.4mls
m
.001
This test was to see if we could simply shoot the rivet into the steel. Achieving
this velocity isn't possible in such a short distance therefore a piston of a heavier weight
will have to hit the rivet

Mass vs velocity for kinetic energy of 400J
400

.s
~

instead. The graph at left

350

shows the mass of the

300

object that would be needed

250

to hit the rivet with respect
to required velocity. From
further research it appears a

150

level of sub 150m/s is most
100

50~~~~~~~~~~~~~=-~--~--~
o
0.01
0.02
0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.1

mass(kg)

Figure 3.1

Mass vs. velocity plot
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reasonable for an impulse driven projectile.
To find the velocity of a piston, the first value one would need is the pressure. The
theory on how much pressure is applied to the cylinder is in Appendix B. "The amount
of work done is equal to the pressure the gas exerts against the piston times the volume
change (hence the name PV work) (McMurry & Fay, 2001)." To find work, one must
take the energy equation above and multiply by a length. In this case it would be the
length of the rivet. See Appendix C for a more detailed explanation of this theory.
Charges being sold on the market today have an issued power level. This is
shown in Appendix E. Since they use velocity as the output variable and they give the
mass (350 grains

=

.0227 kg), one can use the kinetic energy equation listed at the

beginning of this chapter (E

=

.5*m*v/\2) and find the total energy. Table 3.1 shows the

calculated energy using this data.
As one can see from this table,
the maximum output reached can
exceed the 400 J of energy that
the ESN50 offers. Since the
energy levels are different for

Power mass Velocity Energy Max Pressure Force
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6

each charge one could estimate

(kg)
0.0227
0.0227
0.0227
0.0227
0.0227
0.0227

(mls)
91.4
118.9
146.3
170.7
185.9
201.2

(J)

94.9
160.4
242.9
330.7
392.4
459.3

(kPa)
7377.3
12467.6
18885.9
25705.8
30501.0
35706.1

kN
11.9
20.0
30.4
41.3
49.0
57.4

Table 3. 1

which charge would be needed for each particular situation. The ESN50 has a gauge that
allows the user to choose what energy level is ideal. In this case however, one can use a
lesser or greater charge for each case.
The fact that charges power levels are based on a gun design is a double-edged
sword. This is because both systems will have losses. In other words both cases will not
have 100% energy transfer. Since the piston design and the gun design will have losses,
the values will be more accurate than finding the theoretical values. The other side of the
sword is that these losses will probably not be equal. The current market design has a
larger diameter than the 3/Sth inch diameter tube used for the charges power rating. So
there is a higher probability that more pressure will escape and more friction loss will
occur due to the larger diameter. There is not a feasible way of theoretically testing this.
Only real testing will ensure that the losses will be equivalent to the power level losses to
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give an accurate answer. This involves building a prototype and testing it. However, if
the losses are too great on one charge one just needs to go to the next higher charge.
More calculations have been done considering safety for the user and durability of
the product. After all this is calculated, a specific charge will be designated for a specific
situation. For example, if a person wanted to use two pieces of steel 118 inch thick or two
pieces 1116 inch thick what charges would he need? What if the material was aluminum?
This is extremely difficult to theoretically calculate. Even if this were calculated the
accuracy for the results would be questionable because of many unknown values. A test
designed to answer some of these questions would give a more accurate response.
Appendix D below contains a test procedure that will shows the method to find what
control energy is needed. With this data as a base line one can make solid estimations if
he needs to go past this point.
To better understand the data given above, figure 3.2 shows what happens when a
bullet is fired. (http://www.answers.com/topic/intemal-ballistics)

This gives a better

understanding
because this shows
that every fraction of
a second the values
change. This means
that the max pressure
will only be at a
maximum for a short
period of time. The
most important area
of this graph is the
velocity and distance
relationship.

This

graph shows that the
piston needs to move
a little before hitting the

Figure 3.2 Internal ballistics plot of simulated 5. 56mm NATO round
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rivet. This also can be used as a control devise if necessary for future designs. If one
where to move the piston closer to the rivet the piston would hit the rivet at a lower
velocity. This could be a control put into the future of this gun to give an extremely
accurate control over how much energy goes into the rivet.
Further energy estimations were made from data Textron gave us. Unfortunately
it was comparing aluminum and steel being fastened together. With this new data
estimations came to around 125 Joules. This was done by taking the initial slope of the
graphs and assuming a linear line to the length of the rivet.

The slope was just an

estimation, and it is our opinion that the 125 Joule estimation could be off as much as 50
Joules. The graphs can not be shown in this paper because it is proprietary information.
This methodology just shows that 400 Joules is much larger than energy required for steel
on steel of the same thickness as the materials in the graph.
With the given data at hand, one must conclude that testing is required to push the
theory any further. There are too many unknowns from the given equations. With the
given data it would appear that a type 2 charge to a type 4 charge will effectively fasten
steel on steel depending on how large the losses are. Testing will be able to more
accurately answer which one would be best suited for this design.
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Chapter 4 Prototype Design

This test design is based on a Ramset HD22, which is a current
commercial tool out on today's market. This tool has proven itself to be
effective in the industry today.

Ramset HD22 is a powder-actuated tool

that drives fasteners into concrete (http://www.ramset.com/HD_22.asp).
Fi2Ure 4.1 Ramset 0022

This is what the design was partially based on. It is an effective testing device because
this design doesn't need a trigger, handle or many other parts with it. This gives it a
simple bare bones test that allows for some
key changes if necessary.
The pictures below are the test
prototype.

This design features a larger

diameter and stroke than the Ramset design.
This was done to test the noise and recoil
effects and compare them to the other
existing designs in the workplace.

The

Ramset design sounds like "black cat"
firecracker.

This is too loud for the OSHA

Figure 4.2 Completed Assembly

standards requirements without proper hearing protection. Users wouldn't be able to use
this tool very long per day. That's why this design will give a lot of insight in finding the
proper dimensions to fit the tool perfectly.
Each part of this design was designed for a
specific purpose. Starting with the back of the
BLAST CHAMBER

prototype the first part is the End cap. The end

/
/
/

cap's purpose is to hold the firing pin and blast

t:

chamber together. It also holds the charge in place
End Cap

when inserted into the blast chamber. The firing
pins function is to ignite the charge that will be
placed at the end of the blast chamber. The nut at

Figure 4.3 Back End
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the end of it is there as a striking point and holds the spring on the device. As seen with
the Ramset design, a hammer will strike the end of the firing pin; the firing pin will hit
the primer of the charge and ignite it. The spring will bring the firing pin back to its
original position.
The Blast Chamber will have the

Cylinder

most pressure build up. It is designed to

J

contain all of the charge's energy in its
contained area. This chamber has been

I

extended to reduce noise as explained in
chapter 6. The next part is the cylinder.

Insert

Piston

The cylinder is the body of the
prototype. It connects the front end with
the back end. It has threads on inside
and outside. The outside threads
Fi21lre 4.4 Front End

connect to the C-frame and the end cap.
The inside thread connects to the blast chamber and was given enough length to adjust as
necessary for testing. This will help find the ideal position for the piston.
The next part of the design is the piston. The piston will be inside the blast
chamber when the charge is first ignited. Then it will be moving through the insert to the
end of the C-frame hitting the rivet and the metal strip between it. There is a spring that
will place the piston back into place after impact. The insert is designed to fit into the Cframe. Its purpose is to guide the piston to hit the rivet precisely in the right location.
Also at the end of the inset is a location for a modified rubber sleeve from the previous
design. This will hold the rivet in place prior to the piston hitting it. For testing purposes
we are using this crude method to hold the rivet. This method works for testing but will
not work in commercial settings. Discussions on a modified rivet holster are in chapter 7.
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Chapter 5 Prototype Calculations

Safety Considerations
Before producing the test prototype we had to ensure that the test would be safe.
To do this we calculated the factors and assumed a certain stainless steel material. We
calculated a factor of safety of 3. In engineering terms, that means that the stresses built
in the system would be three times less than the materials yield stress. As one can see in
Appendix F, our safety factor is 5.3. Using 4340 normalized alloy steel ensures that the
prototype will be safe to use and gives us enough confidence to continue building without
increasing thickness.

The more thickness required, the heavier the prototype. Because

this is a test prototype, we decided to use ~ inch thickness because it should be easier to
shape in manufacturing.

If this was massed produced, one could remove around seven

tenths more material and still have a factor of safety of three. This would reduce the
weight but it might increase the cost of the prototype.
On this project the C-frame is around 3 pounds! This accounts for roughly 30%
of the entire tool weight. This is a necessary device to have, but the three-pound weight
it has is makes reducing weight a problem. Attached in Appendix A is a proposed
solution to that problem. This reduces the weight by .83 lbs. It may not sound like much
but carving out the C-frame would help a lot in keeping the weight down. The C-frame
already has different designs offered. If a customer was using this tool for a specific
purpose, then this part could be made for that purpose. However, this would greatly
increase the cost of the part.
Because this is a combustible material, one must consider the impact that the
energy source has on user safety and the surrounding environment.

Seeing as a very

small amount of combustible energy would be used, the environmental damage would be
minimal to relatively nonexistent.

But the left over charge will produce some

unnecessary waste. Having a container for the end product would be essential to keep a
clean work environment.

One must also make sure it is manufactured and waste is

distributed in an environmentally friendly manner. The safety of the individual, of
course, would be a top priority. Considerations to ensure that no leakage of the
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combustible material would occur and having items such as a trigger safety would be top
priority. We must also insure that the fumes would not cause any sickness or damage to
the user and are directed in the proper location when exiting the device.
Noise is also a big concern for this device. Current devices out there are not to be
used without hearing protection with accordance to OSHA standards. The two powderactuated tools on the market today are ones that fasten into wood and those that fasten
into concrete; these range from 100 to 104 and 107 to 110 respectively.
(http://www .osh. dol. govt. nzJ order/ catalogue/pdfs/ const023. pdf) This is the biggest
obstacle in choosing this energy source. The noise pollution is too much for the human
ear to take. Upon inspection of the current design on the market, it appears that they
aren't trying to muffle this noise in any way. This design's blast chamber was designed
as a silencer as well as containing the blast.
A silencer works on a gun by the change in pressure. "A silencer screws on to the
end ofthe barrel and has a huge volume compared to the barrel (20 or 30 times greater).
With the silencer in place, the pressurized gas behind the bullet has a big space to expand
into. So the pressure ofthe hot gas falls significantly. "
(http://science.howstuffworks.comlquestionl12.htm)InthecurrentdesignsbyRamset,it
appears that they release the pressure right away. They the piston moves less than % an
inch before the pressure escapes. This may account for a large portion of the noise. Our
design allows the pressure to dissipate a considerable amount more than the competitors
around 3 inches and our diameter is also lager in size. This may give this tool a
considerable reduction of noise because the pressure will be considerably less when the
air finally escapes. The only way that this is different from a bullet is that the metal
piston ring will allow more pressure to escape. This mayor may not affect the noise.
Sound may escape from other areas such as through the end cap. Melamine foam coated
in and around the end cap could fix this problem if it occurs. We personally believe that
the noise will be reduced significantly from the extended blast chamber like a silencer
reduces noise for a tool. Testing will ultimately prove how much ofthis theory holds
true.
Another factor to consider when producing this product is predicting the life span
ofthe device and making sure a substantial majority of the tool can be recycled. Since
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the majority of this design is steel, most of this design can be recycled. The chamber and
C-frame must be able to be recycled or refurbished.

4340 alloy steel can be recycled into

another material. However, because it is an alloy steel and not a stainless steel it will
corrode faster. Plating this tool or painting the outside will increase the life of this
product and should be a consideration.

All of these factors will be considered further if

future development of this product is pursued.
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusion
Conclusions:
The current design of Textron Fastening Systems' Riveting tool needs
improvement.

It is clear that the tool needs to be reduced in weight. Powder-actuated

charges provide more energy than the ESN50. It also provides the wide range necessary
for different applications.

All one has to do is decide a what charge is needed per

application and provide this to the customer. Some things that were not calculated fully
were the losses in this system. Because losses are already accounted for in charges energy
table (see Appendix E) this makes it even harder to experimentally calculate. Testing is
the only way to show which power cap is needed for which application.

Taking the test

results shown in appendix D will provide sufficient data to take this design further.
Powder-actuated charges give the best ability to produce the slimmest and lightest
outcome for this tool than any other ofthe choices. The C-frame should be redesigned
and reduced in weight as well as changing from electro-hydraulic to an alternative energy
source that will further reduce weight. The energy source has undesirable effects that
come with it as is the case with design problems. The main problems are noise pollution
and waste after the charges are done. The charges need to have a proper disposal
procedure to them and a canister that holds them. The noise is so loud in current designs
that a user needs hearing protection. This design kept the noise issue in mind and
designed it to be quieter than powder-actuated tools on the market today. Only testing
will answer how much quieter due to the pressure losses from the piston rings making
theoretical calculations nearly impossible.
While the prototype rivet tool is being redesigned it is essential to consider what
effects the final product will have on the environment before, during, and after the life
cycle creating an environmentally friendly product. This is not only a good business
practice; it also is an additional selling point to the potential buyer. Safety considerations
for the user are of dominant priority. If the product works yet is dangerous for the user
there is no point in creating the product in the first place. This product has a good
foundation and starting point. It isn't ready to be marketable but is a workable design as
a whole.
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Future Considerations:
A lot of research has been done for this project that didn't make it in this paper
due to the short time in this semester. Although we tried
to go further we realized that we could not completely
build a test gun style rivet tool. The wire frame handle
was made to hold our current design. A plastic mold
could be made over it and screwed in the bottom to hold
everything in place. Ironically enough designing a
trigger for this was harder than expected. It would have
to be a modified gun trigger. Because of the C-frame the
handle would have to be more towards the front of the tool

Figure 6.1 wire frame design

than the back (as shown in design). This centered weight
helps the tool feel comfortable for the user. Whether it
has to be angled or not was not specifically decided upon.
Other areas of research for this tool could be in
the front of it. If the C-frame could be removed and an
additional adapter put on in its place this tool could be
used to set fasters as well as rivets. Giving any additional
function to a tool would increase its marketability and
this is definitely feasible enough to consider. The main

Figure 6.2 Entire tool assembled

area of concern is the trigger. A safety trigger should be installed for this for obvious
reasons as well as preventing misfires. Current fasteners make the user push the tool
against a material before the tool can be fired. A similar design concept should be
considered if this is pursued any further. An additional adapter can be made so that .27
and .22 charges can be put in this tool for more versatility.
The current method for holding a rivet into place is a
crude design for a fast moving piston. What we considered
to correct this is to :first make the inset threaded. Then take a
magnetic ring and place at the end of it. As shown to the left
have three to four holes with either wire springs or torsion
springs to ensure the rivet will not move out of place.
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When the rivet is put in the holster area the magnet will hold it into place and the springs
will ensure that it will not move anywhere. This would be a better design for a fast
moving piston compared to the slower moving one on the ESN50 tool's current design.
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Section II. Theories on Design
Theory of Design
Throughout the classroom experiences at school a student learns many interesting
theories and facts relating to the world we live in today. It trains the student to become
an analytical logical thinker. It forces the student to figure out methods of solving
problems, which were foreign to the student initially. This training is vital for becoming
a real engineer in the real world. There are some things that cannot be taught in the
classroom. They don't have a direct, predictable method in which a teacher can say,
"This is how you solve this problem."

One of these things is design. MEE 481 and 482

are design courses with one major difference than the rest. The teachers just follow
progress. They don't hand out quizzes or tests. All they really can do is give advice on
what you can consider doing. This class counts on the fact that the student makes
mistakes and has setbacks. Because that is the way he learns in this class. These are
mistakes that are frowned upon in the real world. That is what makes this class so vital to
becoming an engineer.
Throughout every single engineering class one thing is always present, story
problems.

Story problems all have a similar methodology to solving them. First step is

to list all the given values, then all the equations related to this problem and then see how
to get to the desired end value or solution. But design is a little unusual; it's like doing a
story problem but without all the initial values. This concept is one that is faced with
engineers every day. As a student, I was unaware of this. There are ways to theoretically
calculate some values, some values can only be calculated experimentally and some
variables are impossible to calculate. Additionally, because of real world constraints
such as time and money, all the values that need to be considered cannot be tested.

So

all of these realizations lead to the question, "How does one solve any design problems at
all? This is indeed a hefty problem that always arises in any design situation. Einstein
once said, "The significant problems we have cannot be solved at the same level of
thinking with which we created them."
(http://www.quotationspage.com!quotes/

Albert _Einsteinl31)

If one were to look at

design as a story problem in itself, he would see that the answer is simple. These
unknown values can just be estimated. This idea is the basis of designing anything and
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everything seen throughout the world today. So to understand how to be a good designer,
one must understand how to be a good guesser.
The concept of being a good guesser is almost a paradox for engineers. Here we
are going to class every single day learning theories that tell us how to control the
mechanical world around us. The answers in class and on tests are exact answers. They
are completely understood and controlled. So based on our experience in the classroom,
one might assume that our jobs and our lives have concrete values that are the foundation
to finding a solid solution. But when someone is designing something, he uses guess
values to build on to get a solution. When something is designed, it's guaranteed by
companies to last. Are all these products origins come from a guessing game, a game of
luck? The reality of it is that one has to design from values not as concrete as he'd like
them to be.
In the short paper of "How Hot is a lOOW Lightbulb" (See Appendix H) Mark
Severson gives insight to this design dilemma. He gave this presentation to a group of
students asking them to find how hot a lOOW light bulb is first by either guessing the
value or by calculating it theoretically.

"In the absence of test data (or experience) it

would be difficult to determine a good answer from a 'not so good' answer"(Severson).
This was the area our design team was at. This project was an uphill project because lack
of experience in this area. We did learn basic engineering concepts to help along the way
but so did the students for this paper. "In general, these guesses were better than the
analytical solutions." (Severson) It's not that the theory is incorrect, it's that sometimes
it is used in the wrong setting. The main point of design is "Guess the answer before you
analyze, then compare your analysis to the guess.
and/or different.

Reconcile why the two are similar

The very best engineers develop a 'feel' for a 'reasonable

answer'. "(Severson)

Designing a Rivet Tool
Throughout this design course, I was faced with some hefty decisions that I had to
make. From beginning to end this course has taught me a lot in the way design works.
The first decision I had to make was which energy source to choose. This involved a
semester of searching and analyzing different ways a rivet can go into steel. We needed
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to base this decision on how much energy is needed to go into steel. This was the time
when we based our choice on a guess. We knew what the current model maximum
output was, so we based our answer on this. This estimation was an overestimation but
we didn't have any other data to base our design on.
The hardest part about designing this tool was picking a diameter size. I have had
no experience whatsoever in designing anything so just picking a starting point for this
was hard. This decision would affect the rest of the project. I found that I was taking
way too much into consideration when trying to pick a value. Based the diameter a little
larger than the current diameters of similar products being sold today. We tried to
consider how the part would be machined and recoil effects the diameter would have.
Eventually, we made a decision and it seemed to progress the project nicely. The biggest
lesson learned in this situation was that the values could be changed later. Just getting a
thought on paper is one ofthe hardest jobs in design. It's an essential communication
tool for engineers and ensures that both parties understand each other.
Another area that has been extremely difficult to predict is the total energy
necessary.

This is hard to predict because there isn't a standard to base anything on. The

current model gives the maximum joining force. One can get a 400J estimate by
multiplying the maximum joining force by the distance. This isn't what's going to
happen in real life. This may be too much of an overestimation.

Graphs that Textron

gave us to analyze has shows steel on aluminum. These graphs cannot be shown because
it is proprietary information.

The way they were analyzed was estimating a slope and

assumes that the slope would keep increasing to 50kN or .315 inches. Whichever value
comes first. This analysis shows energy estimations around 120J, considerably less than
the original 400J estimate.
On top of the energy estimation problem, there are currently unknown values that
are essential to know and to ensure that the new design will work properly. Values that
are energy losses such as friction, efficiency and recoil are needed to find the exact
energy output needed. This is extremely difficult and has had no success so far. This is
how far the theory will get us. But one does not need to know exact values to get the tool
working. Testing and making educated comparisons in working real world settings is
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proof enough. This is why a test was proposed, to have some sort of prediction model
available to us.
These lessons are happening all the time throughout this project. The thing I
learned the most is that you have to be very clever to compare things properly.
Accurately predicting things is the best tool an engineer can have when coming to a
design solution. Experience in the field helps but this is one of those things that are not
taught in school. One needs to learn these things on his own.
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Section III. Being a Project Manager
Being a project manager is extremely difficult. It involves hard work and
dedication. This experience has taught me to be better organized. Organization keeps
you on track. I never needed to be organized before this class because I was capable of
doing my work without needing that skill. Not only does one need to be organized but
one also needs to be a better planner.
Planning is extremely important because of deadlines. One can only do so much
in a day. So picking the right tasks to choose is extremely important. If one can include
multiple goals in one task then he is very efficient. The problem with this logic is one
must assume that this task will succeed. If this task does not succeed, then one has to
come up with another idea.
A project manager always needs to be working towards something, always
looking ahead to the next goal. A goal always needs to be set for this reason. This goal
involves making deadlines that you are not sure you can make. It involves making
decisions with the data that is given, and hope that it's the right choice. This is very
difficult to do sometimes because designing something involves a lot ofthinking.

If one

does not have the ideas he can't design. So predicting this accurately is extremely
difficult. One has to include factors such as the work force, education, motivation,
priorities, and personal interests to get an accurate prediction and that is still no
guarantee. As the example about design explains, one must be a good guesser.
With all these factors involved it's amazing anything gets done in the business
world. But many things get done quickly. And the market calls for things to get
designed better, more efficient and faster regardless of readiness or not. The only thing
that helps this push is technology.

But even this has its limitations. I have got a lot more

respect for the people in charge of an assignment, because they have to make a decision
whether they know the answer or not. That alone is a responsibility that must not be
taken lightly. One must do whatever is in his power to get a good answer.
Obstacles in rivet tool project
In this project the biggest obstacle I had to overcome as a project manager was
loosing a group member. This was a totally unexpected turn of events. This caused me
to shift my plans halfway through the semester. Unfortunately, this caused us to have
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less done that previously expected. But loosing a group member affected a lot of what
we did. Shawn Rossman was really good at making 3-D modeling. When he left one of
us had to make up for this. Heidie Loudermilk had a class like this and she was able to
draw up these models. They may not have been as fast as Shawn's drawings but they did
the job. As a project manager one has to use the recourses one has. This is the similar to
a coach of a team. He has to use the members he has to the best of his abilities. As seen
in the baseball playoffs in 2005, sometimes the highest paid star players don't win the
season.
Another area that is difficult for this position is pleasing three masters. Personally
I need to fulfill the class requirements, the business requirements and the honors
requirements given for this class. This is where planning is essential. I could not fulfill
an the requirements if daily planning was not apart ofthis project. Again, technology
helps here. But it also is very clear that one needs to know what is expected from each
group. This is not an isolated case in the real world. Businesses have three masters as
wen. They are the shareholders, the customers and the employees. They can not neglect
either group otherwise they would no longer succeed as a business.
The final thing I learned as a project manager is how to be a responsible leader. I
had to assign tasks to my group and motivate them to finish this goal. This is definitely
resembles a real world setting. As said above, the project manager always needs to be
working towards something. I had to make a decision whether I knew the answer or not.
This responsibility is the responsibility of a leader. With that amount ofresponsibility,
one needs to be a good guesser quickly. This may be acquired with experience but
ultimately the world of design is not a simple one.
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Appendix A
Analysis of the C-frame
Upon first viewing of the ESN 50 it was immediately noted that that there could be
the possibility of mass reduction in the C-frame region, with overall weight reduction
being one of the goals of the project we felt an analysis of the current design was should
be performed.
The first step was the creation of a solid model based in the Unigraphics NX software
environment. It must be noted that since detailed blueprints were unavailable at the time
of the solid model creation the model is not a
100% accurate representation of the real
assembly. However it is a very close relative; all
dimensions were measured to .001" accuracy
with a Starett micrometer and Fowler vernier
caliper before being relayed into the Unigraphics
mode1. Pictured at the left is a graphic
representation of the 'original' c-frame design to
x

be tested. As you can see by the image text the

solid model has already been imported into ANSYS Workbench at this point.
By performing deformation and stress analysis on the existing design we will be
able to make incremental modifications to the frame and perform analysis on each step
along the way in hopes of reducing mass while
still retaining a similar overall strength and
deflection factor. After testing several different
beam designs a standard offset thickness flange
I beam was chosen. The inner portion of the
beams flange having a thickness of
approximately 1.5 times that of the outer flange.
y

This 'pocket' that was created on both
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reduction in weight with little sacrifice in strength. The change in deflection at the
maximum load the riveting tool can exhibit is slightly less than O.2mm.
But it was during the stress analysis portion of our FE testing that we encountered
something that could be a secondary benefit to the pocketed beam design. It was noted
that the large stress concentrations in the inner portion of the c-frame were reduced as
stress was more evenly distributed across the midsection of the I beam design than it was
in the solid design; as can be seen in the images just below.
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Fi~re C.4 ModifiedFrame Max Stress
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In each of the said pictures we are viewing the application of a static load equal to
approximately SOkN to each of the frame designs being considered. At the left we have
the original design, and at the right we have the modified I beam design. Clearly seen are
the large, red, stress concentrations across the entire width of the beam in the original
design and the low amount of stress in the outer portions of the frame. While in the right
image one of the 'red' stress concentrations is almost non-apparent, the second stress
concentration was enlarged across the length of the frame and drawn away from the
edges of the flange towards the frames center section.
The modification of the c-frame not only completed the goal of overall mass
reduction, but it also helped to manipulate the stress concentrations and provide a slight
increase the fatigue life of the c-frame itself With time permitted, further analysis would
like to be performed using an equal flange thickness beam design. The following images
and text captions are for further clarification of the modifications that were performed to
the c-frame, the style of analysis that was used and for general background data.
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Fully developed mesh with 0.5 refinement in critical areas.
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Modified, Max deflection

Exaggerated deflection for quick visual reference, both frames experiencing the ESN50's
maximum 50kN load.
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Here we have a wide isometric view of the stress distribution throughout the entire frame
while experiencing a 50kN load, stress distribution differences are easily visible.
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Appendix B
Feasibility of a powder actuated charge:
A powder actuated design would be similar in principal to a gun only instead of
shooting a bullet it would shoot a ramset or a sacrificial piece of metal at the rivet and the
bullet would essentially be a 'blank'.

Information pertaining to the chemical

composition of powder was not readily available and therefore the energy of the powder
could not be determined.
Instead several different sizes of hand guns and a bullet with known mass, muzzle
velocity and barrel length were analyzed to see if the mass and length of the sacrificial
piece of metal was feasible.
25{6.35~

GUN TYPE

AUTO

32S&W

38S&W

40S&W

10mm Auto

9mm Luger
4

3

4

5

2

4

Barre! length( inches}

0.1016

0.0762

0.1016

0.127

0.58

0.1016

(meters)

146

115

88

180

50

155

Bullet ,·.eight (grains)

0,007453014

0.005703176

0.009462087

0.011665587

0.003240441

0.010045366

Bullet v.eight (Kg)
Muzzle velo dty (fps

760

680

1205

1150

1155

685

352.0268211

207253886

208.7778116

350,5028955

231.6366961

36 7.2660774

Muzzie velocity (m/s)

206.217 5469

923.5989318

122.4875971

1433.143898

86.93382857

677.4814518

KE at €fld of barrel (J)

21794.08732

67442.18581

123922.8828

21477. 08663

122852.2797

26827.7795

3.227813872

18.6245

18.35360179

3.255942836

14.90991828

5.931005871

Mass to obtsin 400J (01

0.9017

0.79248

0.9017

1.016

0.62738

1.07696

Djarreter ot bullets fern!

3.675349696

0.832589077

0.646376927

6,167588996

4.828469612

0.513559606

LenQth of SM (em I

goeuv per mass

(Jjl(Q)

Figure D.l

Gun-Energy Calculations

Hand guns were chosen because of the small barrel length, due to user comfort of
the project design a small tool would be necessary. The barrel length affects the muzzle
velocity and was not actually used in any calculations, it is only provided as a means of
companson.
All the bullets used were Remington and the barrel length, bullet weight, muzzle
velocity were taken directly from the Remington website. The muzzle energy was found
by

+mv' where m is the mass of the bullet and v is the muzzle velocity. This would be

the energy that would drive the rivet into the metal if the sacrificial piece was the same
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mass of the bullet. In order to change the mass the assumption was made that the energy
ofthe bullet varied directly with the mass ofthe bullet. To solve for the mass that would
leave the barrel with exactly 400 J, our maximum energy needed the energy at the end of
the end of the barrel was divided by the mass of the bullet multiplied by the mass of the
sacrificial metal and set equal to 400 1.
(J*kg)
kg

KE*massSM
mass Bullet

= 400(J)

= 400 * mass

mass

Bull t (
e

KE*1000

SM

g

)

After the mass of the sacrificial metal was found the length of the sacrificial metal was
found using the density of steel, 7.872 (glee), and the diameter of the bullet as the
diameter of the sacrificial metal.
Psteel

massSM

=

7r)* D2
(4
_

L

(g)
--3

*L

em
SM

massSM

SM-

()

PSM

* : * D2

()

em

According to the calculations the lengths and masses are feasible for this projects
application for the 40 S&W, 10 mm Auto, and 9mm Luger. A more detailed study of
powder and muzzle velocities would have to be done in MEE 482. Above is the full
Excel sheet which also justifies the use of using a sacrificial piece instead of just shooting
the rivet in directly.
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The bullet feasibility is based on the energy that e){isting bullets provide and re.•.erse calculating sacrifical metal specs.
One assumption is that the KE at the end of the barral .•.aries directly with the mass of the bullet.
Ma){ force is 50kN (5OJOON)
RNet penetrates 0.315" Q:1OO8oo1m)
Energy required to set a ri.•.et : Fd = 50C0J'1J.OC6J01= 400.05 J
KE at end of barrel = 1f2 M(kg)'V(mls),,2 = J
Energy per mass (J/kg) is the KE at the end of the barrel divided by

SM= sacrificial metal
Mass to obtain 400J is SM mass that satisfies the equation
SM(mass)*(energy/mass(bullet))=400J
Density of steel = 7.872 (glcc)
The length of the SM is caluclated using the density of steel and
L=SM(mass)/«pi/4)*0"2*7

.872)

the mass of the bullet.
GUN TYPE

25 (6.35mm\ AUTO

32S&W

38S&W

40S&W

10mm Auto

9mm Lunar

4

4

4

2

3

5

Barrellen!jh( inches)

0.1016

0.1016

0.1016

0.58

0.0762

0.127

(meters)

146

155

115

50

88

100

Bullet weight (grains)

0c:m462087

0.010045366

0.007453014

0.003240441

0.005703176

0011665587

Bullet weicht (Kc)
Muzzlevelocity (fps)

760

680

685

1205

Muzzlevelocity (mls)

231.Eai6961

207.253800

208.7778116

KE BIt endof barrel (J)

86.93332857

122.4875971

EnerllVoer mass(JM:C1)

'5J327 .7795

hlassto obtain400J
Diameterof b~s

(a)

(em)

Lencth of SM (em)

1150

1155

367.2660774

350.5028955

352.0268211

2Il3.2175469

677.4814518

1433.143898

923.5989318

21794.08732

67442.18581

122852.2797

123922.8828

21477.00663

18.35360179

5.931005871

3.227813872

18.6245

3.255942836

14.!ll991828

0.79248

0.9017

1.07696

1.016

0.9017

0.62738

4.828469612

3.675349696

0.8325E9J77

0.513559606

0.646376927

6.167588996

122.8522797

123.9228828

No 8M (1 g mass)
Ener J
26.8277795
21.47700663
21.79408732
*Based on these bullet types and a ri.•.et mass of 1 gram there must be a SM.

67.44218581
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Appendix C
Theory of powder actuated charges

------

I

m

1_-

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

I
1

Ifwe keep the mass of the piston as the 350 grains (0.02268 kg) then the Kinetic
2
energy is still the Ih m V
Ih m* V2 =PMAX*A *Ll
Equation 1
2
Ih m * V - losses =F*L
F is the joining force we need.
L is the distance the rivet must travel.
Li is the distance the ramrod moves.
P comes from Equation 1
LI is the initial location on the piston (not shown above)

Here is the jest:
• Y2 m* V2=PALl=F*L
• We need to add losses.
• p=(Ih m* V2) / (ALI)

I

Power
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6

mass=350 grains=
L=.315
in=
0.008001
Nominal
Velocity
mls
(+/13.5)
91
119
146
174
201
229

0.02268\

kg

Energy =
.5*m*VA2
Joining Force = Energy/length

m

Energy

Force

(J)
93.90654
160.5857
241.7234
343.3298
458.1473
594.6809

kN
11.73685
20.07071
30.21165
42.91087
57.26126
74.32583

of rivet
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Appendix D
Prototype Tool Test Procedure
Objective:
To experimentally verify through testing that powder-actuated charges are a
feasible energy source and what types are necessary in different thicknesses and
materials. We also wish to better understand effects such as recoil, noise and efficiency
of the tool.

Equipment list:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 prototype test tool
1 decibel reader
Accelerometers
Test strips of Steel and Aluminum ofthe same thickness
Test strips of Steel with varying thicknesses
Anvil
Powder-actuated charges level 1-5
Rivets

Procedure:
First test

The main goal in this first test is to find the best charge level for the steel and
aluminum of the same thickness. The tests will need someone to analyze the rivets
afterward, and to decide upon the best thickness possible.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Place assembled prototype in test apparatus in stand
Place decibel reader 12 inches away from stand
Place level one charge in rivet tool
Place Steel on Steel as test material in the C-frame
Detonate the charge in prototype
Take out test piece and record pass/fail and also record decibel reader's
value.
Place charge levels 2.,.5in rivet tool repeating step four through six each
time
Follow procedure steps three through seven except use Steel on Aluminum
as test material
Follow procedure steps three through seven except use Aluminum on
Aluminum as test material.
Rank Steel on Steel values from best to worst and explain reasoning for
decision
Repeat step ten for Aluminum on Steel and Aluminum on Aluminum.
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Second Test
The main goal for this test is to find the best charge for steels of varying
thicknesses. The tests will need someone to analyze the rivets afterward, and to decide
upon the thicknesses to vary them from.
1)
Place assembled prototype in test apparatus in stand
2)
Place level one charge in rivet tool
3)
Place first Steel on Steel as test material in the C- frame
4)
Detonate the charge in prototype
5)
Take out test piece and record pass/fail
6)
Place charge levels 2-5 in rivet tool repeating step four through six each
time
7)
Follow procedure steps three through seven except use Steel on Steel of a
different thickness as test material
8)
Rank Steel on Steel values of same thickness from best to worst and
explain reasoning for decision. Repeat step for each thickness variation.
Third Test
The main goal for the third test is to test the recoil ofthe test tool. This involves
using a different test stand that will not secure the prototype into place. And inserting
accelerometers as needed on the prototype.
1)
Place assembled prototype in new test apparatus.
2)
Place accelerometers in required locations
3)
Place level one charge in rivet tool
4)
Place any material of the users choosing into the C-frame
5)
Detonate the charge in prototype save data values from accelerometers
6)
Place charge levels 2-5 in rivet tool repeating step four through six each
time
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Appendix E
Source: http://dbs.idaho.gov/safety_code/270.html#12
TABLE 270.12-A
Power Load Identification

r

I

Power

-r

Level

I

Color
Identification

Load
Color

Case
Color

--I

Nominal Velocity
Meters
Feet per
Second
(± 45)

per
Second
(±

13.5)

I

1

I

Brass

Gray

I

91

1300

r--

2
3

I
I
I

-r

4

Bras;-I

Brown 119

f

390

Brass

Green

146

Brass

IYellow

I 480

174

570

5

I

Brass

Red

201

I

660

6

-r

Brass

Purple

229

r

750

7

Nickel

Gray

j256f

I

8

Nickel

Brown

283

r-

9

Nickel

Green

311

1020

10

Nickel

Yellow

338

1110

11

Nickel

I

Red

366

1200

12

Nickel

r Purple

393

1290

f

I

840
r

930

-I

NOTE: The nominal velocity applies to a 3/8-inch
diameter 350-grain ballistic slug fired in a test
device and has no reference to actual fastener
velocity developed in any specific tool.
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Appendix F
The blast chamber is what is analyzed below due to the max pressure occurring there.
Stress in IHessurized Cylinders.
pi is a type 6 charge (this will produce the greatest amount of pressure)
Note: 'r' can be any value between ro and ri because after Morh's circle is applied, the Max stress
will be the same no matter what the value is.
1

Pi := 35706.1

f··=

1·

Po := 101.325

-

2

4
crf = -3.571 x 10

5

crt = 1.621 x 10

Stress <:lfter Morh·s circle al)I)lied
1::= 0

4
cr2 = -3.571 x 10

5

cr1 = 1.621 x 10

Safty factor:
Assuming material is 4340 Normalized Steel Alloy
Sy:=862.103

n := Sy
·-cr1

~
~

Factor of safety for other charge levels:
(whichever higher)

Factor of
safety

from above

tangential

radial

stress(kPa)

Pressure

stress kPa

stress (kPa)

(morh's circle)

3

18885.88996

85472.80428

-18885.88996

85472.8043

-18885.89

10.085079

4

25705.79467

116541.2591

-25705.79467

116541.259

-25705.795

7.3965221

5

30501.04017

138386.2663

-30501.04017

138386.266

-30501.04

6.2289418

6

35706.13571

162098.3683

-35706.13571

162098.368

-35706.136

5.3177587

Power
Level
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Bill of materials

AppendixG

3/8 -16 flanged Hex Nut
Zinc

plated

Unit

Quantity

Item/Material

Cost per unit
0.19
$

$

0.19

6.14

$

6.14

$

4.80

$

4.80

25ct .
blister

$

2.96

$

2.96

1

25ct .
blister

$

2.96

$

1

25ct.
blister

$

2.96

$ 2.96

1

25ct .
blister

$

2.96

$

Total

$ 22.73

1

quantity

1

quantity

$

1

quantity

1

steel

3"-Piston Compression spring
stainless steel

1" Hammer Compression spring

Total Cost

stainless steel

.22 Brown Charges
Remington

.22 Green Charges
Remington

.22 Yellow Charges
Remington

.27 Red Charges
Remington

2.96

2.96

Material Selection
The chart below is a break down of the material selection and materials involved in the
project.
Item/Material
3/8 -16 flanged Hex
Nut

spring
Cost and availability of a spring size online.

stainless steel

1" Hammer
Compression

of decision

Cost and availability of a standard sized fastener.

Zinc plated steel

3"-Piston
Compression

Reasoning

spring

stainless steel

Cost and availability of a spring size online.

Piston ring
4340 steel Normalized

High yield strength. Common tool grade steel. Can make most parts out of same stock

Piston
4340 steel Normalized

High yield strength. Common tool grade steel. Can make most parts out of same stock.

Firing Pin
4340 steel Normalized

High yield strength. Common tool grade steel. Can make most parts out of same stock.

.27 to .22 insert
4340 steel Normalized

High yield strength. Common tool grade steel. Can make most parts out of same stock.

C-frame Insert
4340 steel Normalized

High yield strength. Common tool grade steel. Can make most parts out of same stock .

.22 Brown Charges
Reminaton

.22 Green Charges

Brown is level #2. Remington brand is available at Menards and Home Depot.
Green is level #3. Remington brand is available at Menards and Home Depot.
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Reminaton

.22 Yellow Charges
Reminaton

.27 Red Charaes

Yellow is level #4. Remington brand is available at Menards and Home Depot.
Red is level #5 and is available in strips. Remington brand is available at Menards and
Home Depot.

Although Textron Fastening Systems wasn't able to give us a quote on our prototype
design they were able to give a quote on a plastic model for $1600 to $2000. Because
this prototype would have to be machined it would be considerably more than $1600$2000.

Source:
http://www.boltdepot.com!product.aspx?cc=7&cs=110&cm=28
http://www.leespring.com

part number: LC-067G-13-M

http://www.a1loyspringproducts.com

PART NUMBER:

C750 _100_ H
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AppendixH
How Hot is a 100 W Lightbulb
Introduction
One of the purposes of this assignment was to illustrate how a large group of very bright
thermal analysts can come up with a wide variety of responses to exactly the same
question.
Some students complained that insufficient information was provided, but in
my experience this problem is similar to 'most' in industry; every detail is not provided,
the customer wants a quick answer, and the thermal analyst must make some
assumptions based on his/her experience.
Everyone in the class has 'experience' with
lightbulbs, Right?
The potential for process variation is why industries try to adopt standard approaches
and documented processes to engineering problems.
Nearly every analysis was
mathematically correct, and most assumptions seemed reasonable, yet the answers
varied significantly.
In the absence of test data (or experience) it would be difficult to
determine a good answer from a 'not so good' answer.

Results
I measured two lightbulbs, one recorded 105 C, the other 110 C. One student also
recorded a measurement of 120 C. You can see, even the measurements have
uncertainty, but the 100-120 C range seems reasonable.
The chart on the following page summarizes answers provided by the class. Note the
wide variation in the answers (and I didn't even plot the answers greater than 1000 C).
The blue lines represent the predicted temperatures, and the red lines are the guesses
of the accuracy of the predictions.
The median answer was 235 C with a median
uncertainty of 30 C.
Almost everyone approached the problem the same way, combining natural convection
and radiation to achieve a temperature prediction. A few students attempted to account
for the visible energy transmitted (which reduced the temperatures).
Most of the students spent between Yz and 2 hours on the homework problem.
One
interesting observation is .... Some students decided to guess the answer rather than
crunch numbers. In general, these guesses were better than the analytical solutions.
I am fairly sure that if everyone spent twice as much time on this, the answers would still
be similar.
What needs to happen is .... The engineer must ask themselves ... is this
answer reasonable?
Do you really believe the glass on a lightbulb can be 235 C (or
800 C)? There needs to be some experience applied to evaluating the result.
One of my favorite answers was a guess, based on the following logic.
He knew the
bulb was greater than 70 C, because it was too hot to touch.
He also knew his
daughters 'easy bake oven' had a 100 W bulb and the oven temp was 140 C. This
student bound the problem based on his experience and made a good guess.
This is
engineering.
I don't want to imply that analysis is inaccurate (heck, I make my living
doing analysis), but what I do want to imply is the engineer must always ask themselves
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whether the analysis results seem reasonable.
I'm willing to bet, that if I asked
everyone to guess the temperature of a lightbulb, the guesses would have been closer
than the analysis.
The message here is ... practice guessing. Guess the answer before you analyze, then
compare your analysis to the guess. Reconcile why the two are similar and/or different.
The very best engineers develop a 'feel' for a 'reasonable answer'.
I might add, that everyone who tumed in an answer will get the points. One student
took their chances and handed in the homework on Feb 11, 2003 ... and fortunately
provided a nice summary so I felt the student should get the credit.

Mark Severson

Mark.severson@hs.utc.com
815-394-2814
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